The syntax of technical english
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has not only become one of the most important languages for communication but has also
gained ground in science. Yet, when referring to technical English, we do not mean a
completely new language but one that is based on the general grammatical and syntactical
rules of the English language. Technical English is merely English for a special purpose. It
serves to meet the need of communicating ideas, concepts, results in a very efficient way
which is not limited to native speakers of English but easily understandable by all working in
this field. Godrey/Parr offer a good definition: â€œThe term â€˜technical literatureâ€™
covers a wide variety of publications, all of which have as their object the conveying of
information from one person to another. This information, to be of greatest use, must be
conveyed as efficiently and as clearly as possible and herein lies the whole art of technical
writing.â€• Trying to convey information in an efficient and clear way, the question arises as
to whether technical English shows certain characteristics to meet its purpose. In this paper I
will focus on the features of technical syntax and want to answer the question of how technical
English achieves its purpose of being clear and efficient. I restricted my investigations to
syntactical features concerning nouns and verbs. Using a variety of examples and texts I will
furthermore prove how technical English tends to shortness, preciseness as well as
comprehension by omitting any creative, literary paraphrasing.
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Miske with Rakuten Kobo. Seminar paper from the year in the subject English Language.
Postsecondary Education; Rhetoric; Semantics; Syntax;. *Technical Writing; Vocabulary;
Writing. ABSTRACT. The rise of American English as the medium for . It is well known that
the syntax of the technical English register differs in some Technical English characteristics
have been the predominant.
Illustrative data are taken from academic and technical sources for both English and Greek,
while examples to highlight mismatches are taken from samples of. Syntax is how a writer
puts his words together to create effect and artistry. She has a bachelor's degree in literature
and a master's in English.
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English, or Simplified English, is the original name of a First attempts towards an STE
specification were made as early as the s and s with Basic English and Caterpillar
Fundamental English.
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